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In the world of underground music, there’s a melting pot of newcomers who are on a serious quest

to put their stamp on an existing genre. In this article, these artists managed to do just that with

their debuts, grabbing a whole load of praises along the way…

Sub Blue

Taking his name from his self-described style of music, “suburban blues”, Sub Blue is rapidly

becoming one of most exciting and promising artists to be exported from his hometown,

Merseyside. He was also the �rst ever act to be named the one to watch by Liverpool International

Music Festival’s Academy – what’s more remarkable, he was just leaving school at the time.

The newcomer offers a melancholic yet a rather refreshing take on R&B and arguably jazz, coupled

with introspective views of this young musician, which is re�ected in his debut EP ‘Suburban View’,

set for release later in the year. 

Tracks such as Hype Like Supreme, embodies the broody, downtempo trademark, making ‘Suburban

View’ an eagerly-awaited collection. Taking a slight detour from his stamp on R&B is the follow-up

latest effort ‘Range Rover’. Possessing a vibrant electronic sensation, this three-minute production

further delves into his world of challenges that he and his peers face in the world today.

The EP is produced by the likes of Sir Dylan (Weeknd, Solange, Logic) and AV (Frank Ocean) and

fellow local talent Xamvolo. If you’re a big fan of any of the aforementioned musical heavyweights,

well you’ll de�nitely be in good company here.

 

Amani

The industrial synth-pop soundscapes made heads turn towards Amani. Ahead of her debut EP’

Perpendicular’, released last November, the South London singer and songwriter came onto the

radar with �rst single from the EP ‘Falling Feathers’. An atmospheric electro pop composition,

‘Falling Feathers’ was written as an ode to her sister after she tragically took her life.

The rising talent – described as an ‘unusual and creative individual that represents the new

generation of songwriters’ by her record label (Point Blank Recordings) – unveiled single ‘The Earth

Evolved’. The follow up took major music tastemakers by surprise with her well dauntingly poised

vocals which glides over the melodically sweet and dramatically raw arrangements. The Line Of

Best Fit described the emotive release as “restricted and subdued, like a caged animal.”

On the back of the EP release, Amani was invited to perform gigs in China, Poland and London’s

Camden Town. With 2018 shaping up very well for this unconventional songstress, those are in the

know are sitting on the edge of their seat, eagerly waiting for her next move…

 

 Makk Mikkael

Makk Mikkael is making serious waves with her debut effort ‘Jungle’, premiered on Clash magazine

last November. Boasting a downtempo bass with contrastingly heavenly overtones, this four-minute

slammer re�ects on a turbulent relationship in hope of seeing some light at the end out the tunnel.

The accompanied video sees the promising artist kitted out in a vibrant yellow out�t, which

symbolises ‘being very bright with hidden depths.’

For those who really appreciate futuristic R&B, be sure to keep a look out for this Canadian singer

as there’s an album coming out later in the year.
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